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footage reveals New Zealand's most popular places for sports and other leisure
activities. Researchers from Auckland University of Technology (AUT) used
drones to scan and analyse New Zealand's most popular places for sports and
other leisure activities. They found that in some areas, such as suburban parks,
recreation spots were too spread out for a single person to enjoy them - people
were forced to use cars to access sports or social facilities. They say their survey
will be used to help guide the development of leisure and recreation services in
the future. AUT student volunteer Jodie Phillips, who spearheaded the project,
says leisure-time activity is in decline around the world. "That means an ever-
increasing number of people will be living in less-accessible environments, or in
areas where mobility is difficult or expensive." The researchers measured the air
quality and noise levels at 67 sites around the country and found them to be
"quite safe and enjoyable". They also recorded the number of people who visited
each site over a period of three weeks. Their findings showed there was huge
demand for recreation spots in the suburbs, but that central city green spaces did
not have the same high demand as suburban spaces. The study showed there
were higher demand for recreational spots around the North Island, in the
Auckland region and along the Coromandel and Bay of Plenty coastlines. The
survey showed there was strong demand for urban green spaces, such as parks
and playgrounds, but not many other green spaces such as gardens or riverbanks.
The researchers said the results could be used to guide the creation of new
recreation areas and redesign of existing ones. "As New Zealand moves towards
becoming a more urban nation, these findings will help us better understand what
people value and need, and where they want to go, so the State and local
government can plan and allocate more resources to provide accessible, green
spaces," said Jodie. "It will also give government and planners an idea of the
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free.Q: Why was css animation paused when i clicked a button on a website? Why
was the css animation paused when i clicked a button on this website: When i
click on a button on this website, the animation pauses. What is the cause of the
animation pausing and also how do i avoid this problem? Is it related to CSS3? A:
This is the default behaviour of (this particular) animation-play-state, which is
what is used to animate the pause button. It uses a element which is a form of i-
element from which the document does not have access to. If you wan't to avoid
that behaviour and animate a pause button yourself, you can wrap the button you
are animating in a preformatted element and target the form of the animation
yourself. However, there are some browsers which do not support that.
@keyframes pause-button { 0% { color: red } 100% { color: green } } .pause-
button { animation-name: pause-button; animation-iteration-count: infinite;
animation-play-state: paused; } Pause This is supported in the following browsers
(note the lack of ;): edge firefox internet explorer opera SMART HOUSING TO
SUPPORT HEALTH SMART HOUSING TO SUPPORT HEALTH This is a guide to
the different components of smart housing solutions that can support health and
social care of a person in old age. HEALTH All the health and care services that
are associated with an older person and their life circumstances are considered as
a health requirement. The main health services involved are: The number of
people aged over 75 in the UK is rising dramatically. By 2020 more than 3.1
million people will be aged over 75, representing a growth of over 250,000 per
year. By 2035 there will be a projected 12 million people 04aeff104c
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